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AN ELEMENTARY INVARIANT DEFINITION

OF THE FUNCTIONS OF BIDEGREE (p, q)

MICHAEL FREEMAN

ABSTRACT.   The alternating r-linear complex-valued functions of bide-

gree   (p,q), p + q = r,  are usually defined on a complex vector space   V as

the span of the elements  g,-.  A • • • A gv   A gy   A • • • A g-  ,  where  ¡g. :

i e l\ is a basis for   V ,  or by means of a representation of the exterior

power of a direct sum.  The former definition is not a priori invariant under

coordinate changes and not easily adaptable to analysis on infinite-dimen-

sional spaces, and the latter one rests on a rather involved abstract con-

struction.   Here it is shown how to give a new coordinate-free definition of

the  (p,q) functions by means of a simple identity which characterizes them

by their action as r-linear maps on  V.   It seems well adapted for analysis

on infinite-dimensional spaces.

The space ArV'  of alternating real-multilinear maps  oj : V x • • • x V

(r factors) —> C   of degree  r defined on a complex vector space   V  is a stan-

dard object in complex analysis.  It is very important that this space has a

canonical decomposition

(i) A*V =   £   Ap-«v'
p+q=r

as a direct sum of its subspaces  l\^'9V'  of maps of bidegree (p, q) [6, p. 12]

because (1) induces a corresponding decomposition of the space of complex-

valued differential forms of degree  r which yields the relation d = d + d   be-

tween the ordinary exterior differentiation  d and the Cauchy-Riemann opera-

tors d and d   of complex analysis.  The subspaces  A^^V' ate often defined

in terms of a basis  {g. : i e I\ tot  V    (the usual dual space of complex-linear

maps) as the span
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(2)        A^V^spanlg,.   A • • • A g.  A g.   A • • • A g.   : ifc, ;f e Jj,

a definition which has some unsatisfactory aspects.  Two of them are basi-

cally esthetic:   Its independence of a choice of basis requires some proof, and

it does not define the elements of A      V'  in terms of their behavior as maps.

A more practical difficulty is that its adaptation to a decomposition of the

space of continuous alternating functions on a topological vector space is

cumbersome and perhaps in some cases even inappropriate (see Remark 1 be-

low).   A common alternative is to note that the space A V'  of complex-valued

real-linear maps on   V is the direct sum

*(3) AV= v*© v

(in which  V     is the subspace of all conjugate-linear maps) and define A  'qV'

by interpreting a construction of abstract exterior algebra [2, p. 121] which

represents the rth exterior power of a direct sum (see Remark 2 below).  This

procedure is rather involved, and departs from a concrete viewpoint.  In this

note a simple coordinate-free definition of the space Ap'qV' is given by

means of the identity (4) which characterizes the functions of bidegree  (p, q)

by their action as multilinear functions on  V.   (Remark 3 below compares this

with another such characterization which is based on a different representa-

tion of ATV'  as a space of alternating maps.)

For each  v = (v., ••• , d) £ Vx "• x V and each j < r let  v3 =

(v,, • ■ • , v.  ,, iv., v.  ,,'•', v ).   Thus  v —' v1  leaves fixed all but the /th
1 ' '    ;— 1 '     y    j +1 ' '    r '

coordinate of  v, which it replaces by  iv. (i   = - 1).

Definition 1.  A function  <y £ ArV'  is of bidegree (p, q)  if p + q = r and

tot all v £ V x • ' • x V,

r

(4) i{p - q)co(v) = £  co{v>).

7=1

The set of all such elements of ArV'  is denoted Ap'qV'. It is clearly a com-

plex subspace of ATV'. Moreover, the definition is "functorial" in the sense

that the pull-back map  T  : A'M7'—'ArV' induced from a complex-linear map

T: V —' W by (T*co){v) = cú(Tv1, ■■• , Tvf) preserves the (p, q) functions:

T*(Ap'qW')cAp'qV'.

H. B. Lawson and J. Simons have used this definition in the special case

P = 1 [3, P- 445]. In this case one has nontrivial real valued (p, p) functions.

Remark 4 compares Definition 1 with a similar but less direct description of

Ap-qv'.
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Exposition of the basic properties of this definition will be organized

around three different proofs of the following central result.

Theorem 1.   The direct sum decomposition (1) holds, with Ap'qV' defined

by (A).

The first proof is designed to motivate the definition of  Ap'qV' by show-

ing how (1) follows in a fairly straightforward way from an analogous decom-

position (5) of the space ®rV'  of all complex-valued multilinear (over R)

maps on  V.   The second proof makes use of a basis for  V   and recovers as a

by-product the equivalence of Definition 1 and (2).  The third proof is direct

and based only on Definition 1.

To begin the first proof, it is clear from (4) that the subspaces  Ap'qV'

ate independent, for since p + q = r the bidegree (p, q)  is determined by the

difference  p — q, and the right side of (A) is independent of p or  q.   To show

that these subspaces span  ATV    it is claimed that the space ($§/V'  defined

above is a direct sum

(5) ®'V'=  Z   ®'eV'
E

of its subspaces ®rp V'  defined for each subset  E of {1, • • • , r\ as the set

of all maps  cú £$tV' which are complex-linear in each coordinate indexed by

a number in  E and conjugate-linear in each coordinate indexed by a number

not in E.  Thus an element of ®í, i  V' is a map v —. a>(v., vA) which is

complex-linear in  v    and conjugate-linear in  v  .   If cù £(QrV    its component

in 0g  V'  is denoted  o>ß.

A complete proof of (5) will not be given.   However, note that (3) is the

special case of it for r= 1,  because it is clear that  V   = ®s ,iV'  and   V   =

®(?M'. A direct proof of it for this special case can be given [6, p. 12] by

solving for the components cúi.i and ow of a,  in 0,(12) = ûjî,i(v) + cùçAv) and

icúiiv) = -cujjjW + cùqAv),  obtaining the formulas cúuAv) = xA(cu(v) - icú(iv))

and có^Áv) = ^2(0,(22) + 20,(222)).  It is then shown that these formulas define ele-

ments of  V    and  V   ,  respectively.  This method of proof can be generalized

to ®rV' to yield for the   2r values  cop{v) a system of 2r linear equations

whose matrix can be shown to have orthogonal nonzero rows.  Hence it can be

explicitly inverted to give solutions coE £ ®rV'  such that co = Spo)F.   By

means of the formulas obtained for the cúf   it is then shown that each cúp  £

®EV'-
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One is led to (A) and a proof of (1) by seeking the significance of (5) for

an element co £ ArV' C ®rV'. Of course its components cop need not be al-

ternating; for example, the only alternating element of <¿9j.¡V' is zero. How-

ever, grouping the terms of (5) as o, =^\ß\=u0Jp (where \E\ denotes the

cardinality of E) gives co = S7_0 co., and each o> is alternating: For if a

is a permutation of jl, • • •, r\ then

r r

Z     Z    sën ocúr{v) = sgn acÁv) = cÁov) = Z     2-    cüe(ctv)

p=0  |E|=/> />=0 |E|=í>

where av = („<r(1)>. •-, tf<r(|)).

Now each map v —> «„(cf)  is an element of (5)r    ,       v" and E—>cj~He)
c ct_1(E)

is a bijection of the class of sets   E with /> elements.  Thus by uniqueness

in (5) sgn a cu     ,      (f) = 6Jp(<7f)  for all 22,  and by summing this over all sets
c~l(E) c

E  of cardinality p one gets

sgn aco      Z  w^dO =    X   wb(cti7).
|E|=/> |E|=p

This shows that o>0 e ATV'.  Finally, each a,    satisfies the identity (4):

z <^>= z z »bM- z (e «E(-y)+ z o>E{A
7=1 |EI=i> 7=1 |E|=/> \/eE ,^E /

=    Z  fz' Z 0iEiv)- i Z ^E(v))
|E|=P\  jeE /¿E /

= iip - l)     Z    ^g^) = iip - ?)<u  U).
1*1-*

The first proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

The second proof of it depends on another basic property.

Theorem 2.   If co £ Ap'qV'  and r) £  AS'V  then co A r) £ AP+s'q + tV.

Here <y A 77  is the usual wedge product defined in this instance [5, p.

7-41   by

co Ar¡(v) = (p + q + s + t)\/(p + q)\(s + t)\ Alt co ® T](v)

= l/{p + q)].{s + t)\   £   sgn a {co ® 77X0-12),

ere S
7-

where  S    is the group of all permutations of  ¡1, • • • , r\.

To prove Theorem 2 let  C = l/(p + q)l(s + t)\, r = p + q,  and  72 = p + q +

s + t. Then
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Z  («a A r,)(tß) = C £    Z    sg" ™K<iy ' " • ^Wotr+l)'
; = 1 y = l   treS

'<*«/

= C   Z    sgna   ( Z «(^i,. ••• . <r))j 1<%r+l)' ••• ' «W

' >' •    •    • "TV

je¡<T(r+l),---,a(u)¡

c   Z   sgn o-YAp - q)co ® 2?(cri7) + i(s - t)co ® 77(av)]
creS

u

= iY(p + s) - (q + t)] C   Z    sgn o-(co<8> r))(av) = iY(p + s) - (q + t)]co A r) {v),
creS

u

which shows that co A r] satisfies (A).

This result can be used to prove Theorem 1, since it is clear from Defi-

nition 1 that A1,(V = V* and A0'1 V' = V*, and so by induction on Theo-

rem 2 it follows immediately that the elements   p.   A • • • A p.   A g.    A • • • A

e.    ate in   Ap'qV', where  jp.: i £ l\ is some basis for  V .   But it is a stan-
% ' 6¡
dard fact L5, p. 7-7] that the set of all such elements (as p and q run from  0

to  r subject to p + q = r)  spans   A'V'.  Since the subspaces  Ap'qV' ate in-

dependent, the second proof of (1) is complete.

An immediate corollary of this proof is the description (2).

The third proof of Theorem 1 relies on no auxiliary results.  Given co £

ArV', it is desired to find functions  co^ £ AP'9V'  such that co - 57   „ co^.
P P=0     p

By using the defining identity (4) one can obtain the following relations for

the values co Av):

r

(6.0) co{v) =  £   aÂv),
p=o

(6.1) Z  «ÙÏÏ- Z   Z  ">7')= Z   'ti-jkU),
;=1 p=0 7=1 p=0

(6.2) Z     coiivkV)= ¿   i(p-q)   ¿  co (vk)=   ¿   (i(p-q))2co{v),

•          i,k=l p=0 k = l p=0

(60 Z coii--'(v'1)--■)*<)=   Z   {Up - q)Yco{v).
iv — ,i=l ¿2=0
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Thus (6.1) is obtained by substituting  v1  for v in (6.0), summing over ;',  and

using (A). Similarly, (6.2) follows by substituting  v    tot v in (6.1), summing

over k, and using (4).  The first r + 1   of these relations (6.0), • • • , (6.r) con-

stitutes a linear system defined by a Vandermonde matrix whose determining

entries  {i(p — q)Y   r,  are all distinct.  Since the left side of each equation de-

fines an element of   ArV',  it is clear that the system has unique solutions

coç., • • •, (û    in   ArV .

It remains to show that these solutions satisfy (4), and this can be done

without writing down the inverse matrix:   First, one can obtain

0=   Z   Ap-q)coAv)-JT   co(v')^   ¿    \i(p-q)(ú(v)-J2   co.W)\,
p=0 y = i P =0 |_ " , = i     v      J

which is the sum of the identities (4), by using  v!  fot v in (6.0), adding over

/,  and substituting the sum in (6.1). Similarly, the relation

0=   Z   iiip-q))2COp{v)-   ¿     ¿    i(p-q)coAvk)

p=0 k = l  p=0

=   ¿    i(p-q)\Hp-q)<0Äv)-   Z   «Avk)\
¿7=0 L *=1 J

is obtained by using v    in (6.1), adding over k, and substituting the sum in

(6.2).  Continuing in this way, one obtains a homogeneous system of p + 1

linear equations for the  p + 1   identities (4) with the same nonsingular Vander-

monde matrix.  This shows that (A)  holds for each cj     and completes the

proof.

Remarks.   1.  If   V  is a topological vector space one can add continuity

to the requirements defining an element of   ATV'. Then Definition 1 will de-

fine independent subspaces  Ap'qV'  of  ArV' which are clearly weak-*

closed. Theorem 1 still holds, using its third proof (the first one also works

if the elements of ®TV' ate required to be continuous).  Therefore (1) is a

topological direct sum in the weak-* topology. Theorem 2 remains valid with

the same proof.  Now (2) is still true as it stands if ¡g. : i e l\ is an algebraic

basis for  V    (now the topological dual of  V),   but for the usual reasons this

statement is not useful for analysis. An appropriate reformulation of it will

not be discussed here in any detail.   One obvious case to consider is a

Banach space   V whose dual has a basis  ¡g.: i — 1, 2, • • • i (in the usual

Banach sense).   One might expect that with these interpretations the right

side of (2) is, say, weak-* dense in the left.
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2. There is a more abstract way of defining  Ap,qV'. By means of (3)

and a standard construction [2, p. 121] of exterior algebra there is an isomor-

phism

T:    Z     ApV*<8> AqV*-ArV,

P+q=r

where the sum is direct and   T  is determined on "decomposable" elements

co ® 77, co £ APV*, 77 £ AqV*,   by  T(co ® 77) = co A 77.   In this representation

APV*  can be taken [2, p. 215] as the space of all alternating complex-linear

maps co '■ V x • • • x V(p factors) —* C and Aq V    as the space of all alter-

nating conjugate-linear maps  77 : V x • • • x V(q factors) —> C.  The isomor-

phism can be used to define   Ap'qV' as the image under  T of  Apv   ® AqV,

and this is in complete agreement with Definition 1:   For an element co of

A^V   clearly satisfies the defining identity ipco{v) = X?, co{v7) for (p, 0)

functions, and similarly  AqV   C  A 'qV'. Thus Theorem 2 implies that  T

maps   APV* ® AqV*  into  Ap'qV'.  It follows from Theorem 1 that  T maps

onto  Ap'qV,  so  T induces an isomorphism   ApV*®AqV* ^Ap-qV'.

3. Another construction which is frequently used [1, p. 22], [4, p. 495]

in place of   ArV'  is the exterior power   A'(CV)     of the dual of the complexi-

fication CV  of the real vector space underlying  V.   Ar(CV)     can be taken as

the space of all alternating complex linear maps on  CV,  and this interpreta-

tion leads to an alternate description of  Ap'qV'.  The reason is that CV has

a canonical decomposition CV = V    '     © V with natural isomorphisms

\/A ,0)  ~ y ~ y(   .7 ancj tn|s induces a canonical isomorphism of   A'V' with

Ar(CV)*.  The latter map carries   Ap'qV'  onto the set of all co £ AT(CV)*

such that 0,(22) = 0 if more than p of the coordinates v. ate in  V^   ' ' orr 7

more than  q  of them are in  V^   ' ' [1, p. 22], [5, p. 7-50].   In principle one

could thus define   A       V'   by means of this isomorphism.  However it is com-

plicated, and a proof of (A) by means of it is not well motivated.  Of course

one could adopt Ar(CV)    as the preferred model, and this is quite common,

but it is less natural than   ATV'  tot some applications.

4. David Prill has pointed out to the author that   Ap,qV'  can also be

characterized by the identity

(7) ei0b-*)„{„) = (ú(eiBvv ■■■ , eiev),     all real 0,

and that this will yield (A) upon differentiation with respect to 0 at  0.  That

(7) defines Ap,qV'  can be seen in much the same way as the third proof of

Theorem 1.  The special case of (7) where  0 = rr/2 occurs in [6, p. 4].   It is

in fact only necessary to impose (7) for a fixed 0  such that e      is not a kth
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root of unity,  k < r.   In any case, for fixed  0 the right side of (7) defines an

operator on  ArV' whose eigenspaces are the  A       V' with eigenvalues

ei6{p-q\  as exhibited by (7).

(Added in proof:   The identity (7) is also mentioned by M. Jambon, L'En-

seignment Math. 18 (1972), 303-337, on p. 305.)
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